V I S U A L ARBS
The Origami Challenge
Tuesdays, Apr 12-May 17
7-9 pm (6 sessions)

Anyone can make models with
paper, scissors and glue-but
can you do so by only folding
the paper? That is the Origami
Challenge--to create beautiful
gift boxes, flapping birds, geometrical sculptures and flexigons
that turn inside out.. . just by
folding. All these challenges and
more await you in this fun course
that covers Origami from traditional Japanese models to modem
Canadian designs. The real challenge will be to avoid becoming
totally addicted to Origami, as is
the instructor. A variety of basic
papers will be provided.
Instructor John Jay Guppy is a
member of the Origami Society
of Toronto, The British Origami
Society and Origami USA.
$170 (online $165)
ROM members $150 (online $145)

Magnificent Mosaics
Tuesdays, Apr 12-May 17
6:30-9:30 pm (6 weelts)

After studying examples displayed in the ROM's galleries,
you will create a masterpiece
using tesserae on an 8-inch
square tile. Then working with
a three-dimensional object

(a mirror frame, small table or
planter brought from home),you'll
cover it with broken china (save
your own) and glass tesserae.
Instructor Cristina Delago is
a professiona mosaic artist.
$205 (online $200)
ROM members $180 (online $175)
Materials $45 payable in class

Painting in
Watercolour
Tuesdays, Apr 12-May 17
6:30-9:30 pm (6 weeks)

Explore the highly expressive
and challenging medium of
watercolour. This workshop will
teach essential transparent watercolour techniques as well as perception and colour exercises that
will enable participants the ability
to paint directly from nature.
(Art materials to be supplied by
each participant. Supply list available in first class.)
Instructor David McEown is an
award-winning watercolourist
with artwork represented in public
and corporate collections. He is a
member of the Canadian Society
of Painters in Watercolour
$205 (online $200)
ROM members $180 (online $175)

Paint-by-Number Art
Saturdays, Apr 16-May 14
1-3 pm (5 weelts)

If you've never held a paint brush
before, this course is for you!
While completing your own
paint-by-number masterpiece,
you'll hear about the history of
the 1950s paint-by-number craze
and what the critics thought. Was
it the commercialization, mechanization and dumbing down of
culture? Or did it introduce
millions of people to art who later
became patrons of museums and

art galleries? Paint-by-number art
can be the launch pad for your
next creative adventure. Final
works will be exhibited at Gallery
Contempora, 35 Prince Arthur
Ave. This will probably be the
first public exhibition of paintby-number art in Canada.
Instructor Alvin McIntyre is a
professional artist who has had
many solo and group exhibits in
Toronto and Montreal. He has
extensive teaching experience.
$160 (online $155)
ROM members $140 (online $135)
Course fee includes $35 Real Art!
Paint-by-Number Kit O Worltman
Publishing, in Canada, Thomas
Allen & Sons Limited.

Chinese Brush Painting
Saturdays, Apr 16-May 28
(excludes May 21)
1-3:30 pm (6 weeks)

One of Chinese brush painting's
fundamental principles is to see
the great in the small and the
small in the perspective of the
great. Four thousand years old, the
brush techniques of this Chinese
painting genre will teach and
develop line drawing techniques,
stylized expressions of shade and
texture, dotting methods and
much more.
Instructor William Ho is an
internationally recognized artist,
known for his Chinese brush
painting. His work has been
exhibited at the ROM and around
the world.
$170 (online $165)
ROM members $150 (online $145)
Materials for first-time participants $20, payable in first class

